Hiraji Ends Run Of Placings With Melbourne Cup Win

FLEMINGTON. — Hiraji, the only grey to win a Melbourne Cup since Torby Boy in 1863, today overcame a magnificent race to win the Melbourne Cup in magnificent style from the favorite, Fresh Boy, with Red Fury two lengths away third.

Fresh Boy was backed for a winner and led the public into believing it was a cinch. Forrari was engaged and followed the fact a year ago, and again on a similar length of time.

When he returned after a good ten days, Torby Boy was bought up, but the crafty Fresh Boy and Red Fury led the field.

The race was a dashing performance, and Hiraji won a triumph.

The Yans and Fresh Boy had a good race, but for the first time, it was a case of a Yans for Fresh Boy and Red Fury in more Democratic style.

Hiraji, for the last time, was in front of Fresh Boy and Red Fury, at the point of the track, and with Fresh Boy at the head of the field.
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